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Abstract: Super-Resolution algorithms reconstruct a high
resolution image from a set of low resolution images of a
scene. An accurate image registration is a fundamental
stage in all Super-Resolution methods. In this paper a new
restriction criteria for matching SIFT key points, for registration under the condition of Super-Resolution problems
is proposed. This is based on the assumption of normal distribution for location and orientation differences of correct
matches under global translational motion model. The accuracy of the proposed method is compared with some famous registration methods. A quantitative comparison has
been done with a collective of images with known motion
vectors. Also a subjective comparison has been done with
the results of various registration methods including the
proposed method for Super-Resolution. The experimental
results show the better performance of the proposed algorithm in compare with some other registration methods.

cally is not known, the motion information must be estimated from the observed image sequence in order to effect
the restoration process [1]. It is widely recognized [2] that
the accuracy of the motion estimates is arguably the limiting factor in Super-Resolution restoration performance, so
any fruitful consideration of this problem promises significant returns[1].
In SR literatures a variety of registration approaches has
been used. Regarding the transformation model between
images (such as translation, affine or projective) the registration method may be different. But they can be classified into two main approaches: feature-based methods
and area-based methods. While the former requires only a
sparse set of point correspondences to fit the motion model,
the latter uses the information from all pixels [3].
The registration step of Irani and Peleg [4] is based
on the pioneering works of Keren et al.[5] and Lucas and
Kanade [6]. This is an area-based method which produces
good results under global translational motion. Their approach is the use of a Taylor series approximation of the
images. The motion parameters are the unknowns in the
approximation, and they can be computed from the set of
equations that can be derived from this approximation. Because Taylor series only give a good approximation for
small offsets, these registration methods are generally applied iteratively using a Gaussian pyramid. Vandewalle et
al.[7] used a frequency-based registration method, which
at first, the rotation parameters are estimated from a radial projection of the absolute values of the Fourier transform image. A simple one-dimensional correlation can
be performed to compute the rotation angle from the projections for two images. Then Shifts estimated from the
linear phase difference between the rotation corrected images. This method performs well if the images have some
directionality[7]. Another fast image registration which
uses in image stabilization context is Gray Coded Bit Plane
Matching (GC-BPM)[8]. This method is very computationally efficient since it uses binary boolean operations,
but its performance is lower than area-based methods such
as [5].
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1.

Introduction

One of the most critical aspects of the many applications in image processing and computer vision is the accurate estimation of motion, also known as image registration. Image registration also plays a central role in the
context of super-resolution. The Super-Resolution (SR)
techniques fuse a sequence of low-resolution images to
produce a higher resolution image. The low resolution
(LR) images may be noisy, blurred and have some displacement with each other. These methods utilize information from multiple observed images to achieve restoration
at resolutions higher than that of the original data. SuperResolution restoration methods register the observed images to a common reference frame in order to reconstruct
the high resolution (HR) image. The image registration
process thus requires knowledge of the visual motion occurring in the observed image sequence. Since this typi-
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(a) A scene with directional patterns

(b) A scene without directional patterns

(c) An outdoor scene

Figure 1. Images with different patterns used in this paper.

After introducing Scale Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) by D. Lowe [9, 10], various application of it, including matching and registration reported by researchers.
Mikolajzyk and Schmid [11] compare the performance of
descriptors computed for local interest regions and the results show the SIFT-based descriptors are the best. Amintoosi et al.[12] used these features for registration of images under projective model in a SR problem. Yi et al.used
SIFT key-points for multi-spectral remote images[13].
They proposed a scale restriction criteria for SIFT match
to reduce the incorrect matches.
In many Super-Resolution approaches such as [14, 15,
4, 16], global translational motion is assumed, which the
low resolution input images have a bit differences with
each other about rotation and vertical and horizontal shifts.
In this paper we propose a displacement restriction criteria for removing the incorrect matches with the assumption of Gaussian Probability Distribution Function (PDF)
for the mentioned displacements. A HR image is achieved
from these motion compensated LR images with a SuperResolution reconstruction method.
Section 2 explains the proposed method. Section 3 provides experimental results and section 4 describes the concluding Remarks and future works.
2.

reference frame and other images, are aligned with respect
to this reference frame. With regarding a Normal distribution for difference of locations of corresponding key points
between two images, we can distinguish and remove outliers.
Suppose that (x1i , yi1 , θi1 ) and (x2i , yi2 , θi2 ) are the location and orientation of ith key point in image 1 -as reference frame- and another image 2 (from total N matches
found after preprocess stage). let ∆xi = x1i − x2i , our
empirical results showed that ∆x = {∆x1 , · · · , ∆xN } as
a random variable has a Gaussian Probability Distribution
Function (PDF) with mean µx and variance σx2 . Figure 3
shows the histogram and estimated Gaussian PDF for ∆x
and ∆θ between figures 2(a) and 2(d). ∆y as ∆x also has a
similar bell shape. But we need a better method for checking the similarity of our data to the normal distribution.
The normal probability plot [17] is a graphical technique
for assessing whether or not a data set is approximately
normally distributed. The data are plotted against a theoretical normal distribution in such a way that the points
should form an approximate straight line. Departures from
this straight line indicate departures from normality. The
normal probability plot for ∆x and ∆θ has been shown
in figure 4. As it can be seen from figures 3(a) and 4(a),
normal distribution is a good model for ∆x; but as figures
3(b) and 4(b) show, ∆θ does not approximated well with
normal distribution. At lease at this stage of our research
we assume a normal distribution for it, with accepting a
bit error for estimation of ∆θ. Investigation of figure 3(b)
shows that we have a bit shift in approximating µθ with a
Normal PDF, against the mean of the plotted histogram.

The Proposed Method

Interest points (called key points in the SIFT framework) are identified as local maxima or minima of the
difference-of-Gaussian filters across scales. To determine
the key point orientation, a gradient orientation histogram
is computed in the neighborhood of the key point. Peaks
in the histogram correspond to dominant orientations. The
key points are denoted by a vector (xi , yi , σi , θi )T , which
denote location, scale and orientation. The usual method
for finding a match for each key point is identifying its
nearest neighbor. To ensure correct match, Lowe[9] suggests that the ratio of closest to second-closest neighbors
must be less than a threshold [13]. In our proposed method,
this is done as a preprocess stage for finding corresponding matches between two images, but the resulting matches
may be contain incorrect matches as outliers, yet.
In many SR applications, global translational motion
with small displacements is supposed. In registration step
of SR methods, usually an specified image considered as

Hence we can remove those points which are far from
the mean more than 2.5∗σx as outliers. Repeating this process for ∆y and ∆θ will remove some other outliers. After removing outliers, with recalculating the means of ∆x,
∆y and ∆θ the registration parameters will be in hand.
It should be mentioned that the difference between key
points orientations (θi1 , θi2 ) has been taken by computing
dot products of vectors (sinθi1 , cosθi1 ) and (sinθi2 , cosθi2 ).
In the next section we will see the result of the mentioned outlier removal for image registration and SuperResolution.
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(a) LR1-A downsampled version (b) LR2- A downsampled version (c) LR3- A downsampled version (d) LR4- A downsampled version
of 1(a) without any displacement of 1(a) with -2.5 pixel horizontal of 1(a) with -4 pixel vertical shift of 1(a) with -2.5,-4 pixel shift
shift
along X,Y axis, respectively, plus
rotation with 3 degree
Figure 2. Produced low resolution images from figure 1(a).
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Figure 3. The histogram and estimated Gaussian PDF for ∆x and ∆θ between 2(a) and 2(d).

3.

Experimental Results

different rotation angles (in the range of [0,5] degree) was
used to produce 4 LR images from each image shown in
figure1.

We applied our proposed method on a set of test images shown in figure 1 and compared the proposed registration performance with some other methods. Because for
having objective comparison we need some images with
known displacement, our implementations was done under
controlled conditions. In the experiments we create 4 LR
images from each of 3 images shown in figure 1. These images have some different patterns. Figure 1(a) is an image
captured from our university campus which has many directional patterns. Figure 1(b) is an image which does not
have directional patterns. Figure1(c) is an outdoor scene
having different patterns. For every high resolution image, we considered 4 set of known motion parameters. For
every set, we first shifted the HR image by these known
values among the X and/or Y axis, rotated it by the specified angle and then resized it by a factor of .5. Hence when
the shift value be an odd number, the resulting LR image
would have a motion vector with non integer value. The
produced LR images from image 1(a) is shown in figure
2. It should be mentioned that the motion parameters for
first LR image as our reference frame is set to zero, hence
it is only a down sampled version of HR image. Every
HR image with its corresponding LR images are one data
set. This approach with different motion vectors in vertical
and horizontal directions (in the range of [0,9] pixels) and

We applied 3 registration methods: frequency method
[7], GC-BPM[8] and Keren et al.method [4, 5] for comparing with our proposed registration approach. Because
we have the ground truth data, the objective comparison
is possible. Figure 5(a) shows comparison of the MSE
between motion parameters (x, y, θ) estimated by various
mentioned registration methods and the known parameters.
We had 3 HR images in figure1 and from each image we
produced 4 LR images. The estimated motion parameters
are about to LR images 2,3 and 4 with respect to the first
LR image in each data set. Hence the x-axis has 9 points
in figure5(a). As it can be seen the proposed method and
Keren method produced better results against the others in
average. Also as expected the frequency method, was not
good in the second data set (figure1(b)), which does not
have directional patterns.
We used the estimated parameters with every registration methods of each data set for producing a high resolution image with a magnifying factor of 2. Among the SR
reconstruction methods the interpolation approach is used
here. Quantitative comparison has been done with the produced HR image and the original HR image (figure5(b).
The produced HR images are shown in figure 6 for subjective comparison. Note the relative improvement in the
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Figure 4. The normal probability plot for ∆x and ∆θ between 2(a) and 2(d).
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(a) Comparison of the MSE between motion parameters estimated by various registration methods and the known parameters.

(b) Quantitative comparison of the SR output with different registration methods for each data set. MSE is between
produced HR images and the original HR images.

Figure 5. Quantitative Comparison

quality of the proposed method (figure 6(h)) as a result of
the better image registration. Inspection of the results indicates that other approaches -except that Keren method
(figure6(g))- suffer from bad registration. For better visual
comparison a small region containing an Arabic text has
been enlarged.
4.

model, is approximately normally distributed (by normal probability plot[17]).
• Outlier removal based on the assumption of normal PDF of displacement and removing those points
which are far from the mean as enough,
• Using SIFT key points orientation directly for image registration, in contrast to other methods such as
RANSAC 1 [18] which produce a fitting model,

Conclusion and Future Works

Precise sub-pixel image registration is a basic requirement for a good reconstruction in Super-Resolution methods. If the images are inaccurately registered, the high resolution image is reconstructed from incorrect data and is
not a good representation of the original signal. Registration using SIFT key points are very powerful and promising approach. In this paper a new restriction criteria for removing outliers from matched key points of Lowe[9] was
proposed. In summery the innovations of this paper are as
follows:
• Justification that displacements between corresponding key points, under global translational motion

• Using SIFT key points with this manner for image
registration in the Super-Resolution context.
As mentioned earlier ∆θ does not approximated well
with a normal distribution. As future works we plan to (i)
find a better distribution function for ∆θ and (ii) comparing the result with another outlier removal approach such
as RANSAC.

1 RANdom
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SAmple Consensus (RANSAC)

(a) Resized of LR image 2(a)

(b) A magnified region of 6(a)

(c) Frequency method

(d) GC-BPM

(e) A magnified region of 6(c)

(f) A magnified region of 6(d)

(g) Keren

(h) SIFT (this paper)

(i) A magnified region of 6(g)

(j) A magnified region of 6(h)

Figure 6. Super-resolution results with different registration methods. The effect of not precise registration by frequency and GC-BPM methods
is seen in (c),(d). For better visual comparison a small region of (a),(c),(d),(g),(h), containing an Arabic text has been enlarged and is shown in
(b),(e),(f),(i),(j),respectively.
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